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Black Pendant Bar Ceiling Light 90cm

Product Images

Short Description

A modern luminaire in a minimalist form and geometric shape. Available as a pendant lamp, ceiling lamp and
wall lamp, which increases the possibilities of its use and makes it very versatile. PINNE has proven itself
perfectly in public utilities such as a fitness center, gallery, office, office. You will also notice yourself in the
hall space as a ceiling lamp, hanging over the table / desk or a sconce above the gloss. Find the perfect
model, type, color, light color and length of the housing. Available as a hanging lamp, plafond and sconce,
which increases the possibilities of its use and very universal operation. Another project in our offer, which
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works as part of the home office, needs a functional supplement to improve quality. PINNE guarantees the
quality of light (140lm/Wat) and precision of workmanship. Find the perfect model, type, color, light color and
housing length!

Description

This light fitting was designed and produced in Europe with a focus on longevity rather than fleeting fads. We
encourage our customers to do the same and invest in timeless, and versatile solutions that will seamlessly
blend into any space, whether it's the kitchen or the bedroom, both now and in the future.

Having products manufactured in Europe ensures a high level of quality and attention to detail. European
manufacturing standards are known for being some of the strictest in the world, which means that the
lighting you buy from us is made with precision and care.

Additional Information

Promotion This product is shipped directly by our supplier and
may take a few extra days to be delivered.

Brand LOLO

Max Bulb Wattage 25w

Bulb Type LED

IP Rating IP20

Colour Black

Materials Aluminium

Length 90

Depth 6

Height 150
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